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Abstract
This presentation focuses on the process for predicting urban air mobility (UAM) vehicle noise at the source and how that 
can be used to estimate the impact on the community.   Following conceptual design, in which the vehicle is appropriately 
sized for its intended mission, a comprehensive analysis must be performed for a range of operating conditions spanning 
the fl ight envelope to determine the corresponding confi gurations of the vehicle, that is, the trimmed states.  Many UAM 
vehicles have redundant controls, so the trimmed state for any particular operating condition may not be unique, with 
some states producing more noise than others.  For each trimmed state, the noise produced by each source, for example, 
steady and unsteady rotor noise, inclusive of propulsion airframe aeroacoustic effects, may be computed and so-called 
source noise (hemi)spheres generated. Land use planning tools, including those using simulation and integrated modeling 
approaches, use these (or derived) data to generate noise exposure maps on the ground.  Alternatively, these data may 
serve as input to auralization, turning the numerical data into an audible sound that can subsequently be used as part of a 
perception-infl uenced acoustic design process that takes into account human response.


